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Abstract— Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are generally considered to be
free havens for pirated content, in particular with respect to music. We
describe a solution for the problem of copyright infringement in P2P net-
works for music sharing. In particular, we propose a P2P protocol that
integrates the functions of identification, tracking and sharing of music
with those of licensing, monitoring and payment. This highly decentral-
ized music-aware P2P protocol will allow access to large amounts of music
of guaranteed quality; it merges in a natural way the policing functions for
copyright protection and an efficient music-management infrastructure for
the benefit of the user.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

W
HILE the music-recording industry is struggling to fight
music sharing technology such as provided by KaZaa [1]

with legal as well as technological means [2], huge numbers of
Internet users are turning to music-sharing applications based on
peer-to-peer (P2P) technology [3]. However, the concept ofle-
gal music sharing embedded in an acceptablysecure P2P frame-
work has barely been put to the test. In this paper we propose an
architecture called Music2Share (M2S) in which secure content
sharing and P2P networking co-exist.

A number of explanations have been offered for the success
of (illegal) music-sharing over the Internet. Firstly, it is sup-
posedly due to the for-free access to digitally perfectly copied
yet pirated content, the underlying argument being that many
consumers feel that the price of pre-pressed music is too high.
Secondly, the choice of music on the major P2P networks is al-
most unlimited, certainly in comparison to what is offered by
regular retail shops. Thirdly, there is a trend that consumers are
no longer interested in complete CD albums, but only in partic-
ular tracks. Why would users buy CDs if P2P networks allow
them to collect any tracks of their interest and compile their own
CDs? Fourthly, the number of households with fast connections
to the Internet, which makes downloading (and uploading) mu-
sic more convenient, is increasing rapidly.

Consequently, digital networks in general and P2P networks
in particular are indeed currently operating as free havens for pi-
rated content, in particular music. However, the current success
of illegal music distribution over the Internet does in itself not
provide evidence that commercial, copyright-compliant online
music selling and sharing is and will remain unfeasible. First
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evidence is provided byiTunes [4] from Apple, a central-server
based system that offers a relevant collection of music for the
price (at the time of writing) of $0.99 per track. The popularity
of iTunes shows that users are willing to pay for content if the
online music service is sufficiently compelling (with respect to
music quality, ease of use, and availability of relevant music).

Central-server based systems for electronic music delivery
have the distinct disadvantage of a bandwidth bottleneck at the
central server(s). In such systems, two users who live in close
proximity (in cyberspace) and are buying the same track, still
need to download from this central server, whereas they could
more easily have shared the same track via a local connection
on a P2P network. From the viewpoint of the efficient use of
storage and bandwidth, an online music service is better orga-
nized as a P2P network. This observation has been put in prac-
tice by Altnet [5], which operates as a sub-P2P network under
KaZaa [1]1.

An important motivation for our work is the firm belief that
it is worthwhile and challenging from both a technical and an
economical perspective to develop technologies that enable and
stimulate legal music sharing over the Internet. Such technolo-
gies will only provide a viable solution for copyright owners if
hooks are present for enforcing copyright compliance and for
guaranteeing revenue, while for users they will only be an ac-
ceptable replacement if quality, low costs, and a large collection
of tracks are guaranteed.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the
points of departure for our M2S architecture. Section III gives
an overview of the M2S architecture, while Section IV provides
an initial analysis of its feasibility. Related work is discussed in
Section V, and we present our conclusions in Section VI.

II. POINTS OF DEPARTURE

In this section we present the points of departure for the de-
sign of the M2S architecture, and the problems that M2S ad-
dresses. We start by observing that decentralized networks are
in our opinion the best architecture for content distribution and
that audio fingerprinting may be used as a tool to provide per-
sistent identification. These observations are made from a bird’s
eye perspective, but after a more careful consideration it appears
readily that many problems need to be solved before legal shar-
ing of music over open (P2P) networks is viable.

1It is too early to tell whether or not Altnet is successful in its business model;
public figures are not available at the time of writing.



A. Fingerprinting

A little contemplation will reveal that an essential ingredi-
ent in creating a secure music-sharing network is the ability to
establish the (perceptual) identity of audio files2. In the case
of Napster, this ability was tried using text-based methods (file
names, ID3 tags in MP3 files, etc). However, because such tex-
tual information can easily be modified by ordinary users, this
strategy turned out to be not very successful in establishing se-
cure identification.

The solution proposed in this paper is to deploy a more robust
audio identification technology known asaudio fingerprinting.
In analogy with human fingerprints, audio fingerprints provide
accurate and compact descriptions of (segments of) audio. Such
fingerprints are often based on psycho-perceptual properties by
representing the perceptually most relevant aspects of music. In
M2S, fingerprinting is used to identify and subsequently replace
low-quality files with high-quality ones. In this way, we ensure
that users always have access to music of the quality they are
entitled to. Audio fingerprinting technologies are currently be-
ing offered by several companies such as Audible Magic [6],
Relatable [7], Shazam [8] and Philips [9].

B. Decentralization

An important second point of departure of this paper is that
we seek fully decentralized solutions, both for storing (en-
crypted) music files and, in contrast to current approaches, for
storing and accessing fingerprints. Such solutions solve two
problems inherent to the currently applied client-server architec-
tures. The first problem is that a client has to reference explicitly
a host in order to use its service, which hinders content-based
searching as it essentially requires a client to search each on-
line music vendor separately. Aggregate search engines are pos-
sible, but face considerable difficulties due to copy protection
restrictions and privacy issues. The second problem is that the
maintenance of and load balancing across centralized servers is
costly and complicated, the more so when considering that soon
a billion users may be both producing, archiving, and consum-
ing content. The concept of centralized and dedicated content
servers is becoming less natural as a storage architecture in such
an environment.

A promising and rapidly emerging approach to solving the
above mentioned problems is to organize servers into a P2P net-
work in which the nodes maintain their independence while pro-
viding the facilities for efficiently routing search requests to the
appropriate nodes. To some extent, also organisational and lo-
gistic problems are alleviated by the inherent fault tolerance of
P2P systems. The simplicity of the P2P protocols has the addi-
tional advantage that any type of node can participate in a P2P
network, whether it is a low-end personal computer or a high-
end server. Moreover, nodes are allowed to join and leave at
will without seriously disrupting the overall performance of the
system. The P2P approach has already been successfully ap-
plied to building large-scale distributed storage systems such as
CFS [10], Past [11], and OceanStore [12].

2An audio track in saywaveformat or MP3 format are perceptually the same,
of course assuming proper encoding; the format is ideally transparant to both
the user and the copyright owner

C. Problems

Despite the advantages of P2P systems mentioned above,
there are also two major problems that P2P systems need
to solve before they are suitable for legal music distribution.
Firstly, current P2P systems do not support efficient content-
based searching, i.e., searching using an intrinsic and inalien-
able attribute of the content (e.g., a fingerprint or certified meta-
information) rather than using the name of an artist or the ti-
tle of a song. So-called structured P2P systems such as those
mentioned above can only operate efficiently if data are explic-
itly identified. In contrast, unstructured P2P systems such as
Gnutella [13] do offer facilities for content-based searching but
at the price of a (much) lower performance.

Secondly, current P2P systems lack security: they do not of-
fer payment, protection against unauthorized access, guaranteed
quality, etc. Only recently research has started on building se-
cure P2P networks (see, e.g., Castro et al. [14] or Grimm and
Nützel [15]). Initial attempts at commercial deployment of se-
cure and anonymous P2P systems is being tried by a small num-
ber of initiatives such as Earth Station Five [16]. No system is
available yet that guarantees the wishes of both the copyright
owners and the consumers of music.

We argue that both problems can be solved elegantly by M2S.
(The reader should be aware that to date there exists no oper-
ating M2S network.) This paper aims to present an architec-
ture for copyright-compliant music sharing based upon P2P pro-
tocols, cryptographic algorithms, watermarking methods, and
perceptual-fingerprint-based music identification.

The basic premise of M2S deviates from the mainstream
ideas on legal music sharing, which focus on locking up content
and enforcing digital rights management rules by cryptographic
means. Below we will argue that there is another viable ap-
proach that only charges the trading of music, but leaves private
use of music free of restrictions. The inherent quality control of
M2S, the lack oftechnical usage restrictions, and the easy pay-
ment structure make it an interesting alternative to many existing
propositions for music sharing on P2P networks.

III. T HE MUSIC2SHARE ARCHITECTURE

The basic philosophy of the M2S architecture is that the ori-
gin of an audio file is of no relevance. If a user of the M2S
network locates an audio file in which he is interested, he is al-
lowed to download it provided that he somehow pays for it. It
does not matter whether the file was originally obtained from
another online music service (e.g., iTunes), ripped from a CD
by the administrator of the uploading host, or obtained from an-
other peer in the M2S network or any other P2P network. The
only relevant fact is that the user will obtain a copy of the re-
quested audio file and that appropriate royalties must be paid.

To understand the overall M2S architecture and to appreciate
how it provides secure yet decentralized content management,
we discuss in this section the basic elements of content shar-
ing, payment, content identification, and audio file upgrading as
supported by M2S.
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OVERVIEW MUSIC2SHARE ARCHITECTURE

A. Content management

In the M2S system we distinguish three types of content.
First, there is public content, which consists of encrypted audio
files which are distributed and replicated across the machines
of the M2S P2P network, effectively forming a large distributed
public database of encrypted audio content. In general, it can be
expected that this public content is directly provided by music
distributors.

Secondly, each user has his own private content consisting of
unencrypted audio files residing at his own machine that have
been obtained in a legal way, that cannot be shared with other
users, and that constitute a user’s private database. This content
is available to the buyer-user, who can do anything with it he
likes: rendering, copying, processing, etc. A user can fill his
private database in various ways. He can extract files from the
public database to be incorporated into his own private database
provided he is authorized to do so. There are various ways in
which this authorization can take place as we discuss below.

Another way for a user to obtain private content is by buy-
ing a CD and uploading tracks from it to his private database.
In return, the user receives a token by which he can prove that
he is authorized to extract that same content from the public
database. For example, a user wanting to download an audio file
to his MP3 player only needs to retrieve the appropriate token
and pass it to the M2S system to extract files from the public
database. A convenient way of storing tokens is by means of a
simple smart card. Such a mechanism will also allow users to
buy tokens. Content that has been legally obtained by extraction
from the public database or by other means is also referred to as
authorized content.

The third type of content in M2S is non-authorized content,
which consists of audio files on users’ machines that cannot
be reliably authenticated (for example badly compressed files
downloaded from other P2P networks or recordings from your
own for-fun garage band). M2S strives to identify and authenti-
cate every audio file on its network by external (certificates) or
internal (watermarking) labelling or by recognition (fingerprint-
ing). If successful, these files enter into the authorized domain.
If not, M2S by does not take special measures to prevent non-
authorized content from spreading across the network. Firstly,
because we propose that the M2S network behaves as much as
possible as a normal P2P network with the default assumption
that in general users are honest. Secondly, as we explain below,
we believe that there will be so little unauthorized traffic that
taking special measures against it does not warrant the effort.

Files that are stored in private databases are automatically
copied, encrypted, and subsequently stored by the M2S system
in the public database. When and where private content is trans-
ferred to the public domain is completely outside the control of
the users. Likewise, where and how public content is distributed,
replicated, and physically stored is also completely transparent
to end users. It is the task of the M2S system to ensure that
the public content is managed efficiently, guaranteeing optimal
performance of searching by users. From the point of view of
the user the M2S system behaves as a user-friendly interface to
a large variety of high quality content. It allows him to mingle
in a completely transparant way music bought in regular retail
shops as well as music bought on-line. The M2S system is re-
sponsible for the management of all musical content, including
identification, authentication, encryption and distribution.



B. Royalty payment

An issue in the payment scheme of a music-sharing network
is whether users should be charged for downloading audio files,
or for playing them. The latter approach has been taken by
Altnet [5], which actually encourages users to download copy-
righted files onto their hard disks to achieve more efficient con-
tent distribution. Users are even given bonus points (peer points)
that will allow them to obtain licenses to buy content. This ap-
proach has the obvious advantage that the copyright of local
copies is not an issue, thereby avoiding the difficult copyright
issue of what actually constitutes a local copy of cache copy.
The disadvantage of the Altnet method is that audio files need
to be encrypted (in order to bind the license to the audio file)
and that it will be difficult for a user to use the content on any
other device than his PC, for example, on a portable MP3 player.
As long as there is no common and easy to use Digital Rights
Management standard for portable audio players, the broad ac-
ceptance of encrypted audio files will be a difficult issue.

The position taken by M2S is that obtaining and using au-
dio content should be at least as easy as buying a CD. Once
purchased, the user should be able to use the audio for private
use as he sees fit: burning backup copies on CD, download-
ing to portable players, listening on any device of his choice.
Moreover, using simple digital-to-analog-to-digital (DAD) con-
versions it is always possible to remove any encryption layer
from a protected audio file. However, unauthorized spreading
of the content should be prohibited as much as possible and this
is where the M2S architecture steps in by identifying, tracking,
and filtering of audio content as it flows over the M2S network.
However, the idea of offering incentives to users of the M2S net-
work for making their computers and connections available for
storing and distributing private content is certainly considered
an option within M2S.

C. Content authentication

The proposed M2S network consists of a classical P2P net-
work enhanced with a central Trusted Party (TP). The P2P part
of M2S implements the public database containing encrypted
audio files. This part also assists the TP with establishing the
identity and the quality of audio files in the private databases.
The TP is responsible for authenticating audio files based upon
their identification, and for attaching digital certificates to them.
These certificates constitute the essential hook in searching and
in assuring payment of royalties when audio content is trans-
ferred from the public database to a user’s private database. The
M2S network therefore needs to establish the identity of audio
files, and link this identity to a license system with an appro-
priate payment infrastructure. When an audio file enters the
M2S network, its identity is not necessarily easily obtainable
as a meta-data field. We distinguish three methods for the iden-
tification of audio files.

C.1 Identification by authorized upload

In case an audio file is provided by an authorized server, it
may have a digital certificate associated to it which securely
identifies the file (as well as its quality, and license and copy-
right information). Locating and exchanging such a file and the

associated certificate can be done with common P2P protocols.
In M2S, the audio files in a user’s private database are not en-
crypted, and the personal usage of a such a file is not restricted
in any way. If an audio file is modified (e.g., by compressing or
cropping it), the associated certificate is no longer valid, and the
M2S network will not necessarily transfer the file to the public
database (and thus make it available to other users) as a public
file.

C.2 Identification by watermark

It is possible to transform authenticated content into non-
authenticated content, for instance, by compressing or transcod-
ing it, or by analog-to-digital conversion followed by re-
encoding. The identity of the transformed content may be diffi-
cult to establish (meta-data fields are typically lost). A popular
solution to this problem is to embed the identity of the song (and
possibly other licensing information) with a digital watermark
(typically as a barcode-like number). Alternatively, audio files
may enter the M2S network without the intervention of an au-
thorized server. The M2S network may try to establish the iden-
tity of such a file by checking whether or not an M2S watermark
is present. If such a watermark is found, the network is able to
retrieve proper licensing information from an authorized central
server. Issues to be resolved when employing watermarking are
where to do the watermark embedding, and where to do the wa-
termark detection.

It is well recognized that embedding high-quality watermarks
is a delicate issue both in terms of complexity, security, and
quality. It seems natural to entrust the authorized central servers
or the music producers with this task. This offline approach
allows the use of ample computational resources and expert hu-
man quality control. In fact, embedding a watermark is probably
best treated as a part of the content creation process. Then, any
content originating from an authorized server or ripped from a
CD is easily identifiable on the M2S network. In case the water-
mark is inserted by the authorized server, it will probably not be
economically feasible to use human intervention for quality con-
trol and the watermark insertion will have to be fully automatic.
Note however, that the M2S watermark is only for audio identifi-
cation purposes, not for personalization purposes (as in forensic
tracking). The embedding process can therefore be done offline,
allowing ample resources (computational, time, storage and oth-
erwise).

When an audio file without a certificate is added to the private
database of a user, the lack of a certificate is easily assessed by
the M2S client. Before such an audio file can be shared as a pub-
lic file, the client will need to assess its identity and quality. As
reading a watermark is a cheap operation, it can be performed
by the client. If a watermark is successfully read, the informa-
tion in the watermark (a small number of bytes) is submitted to
the M2S TP to obtain a proper certificate to be attached to the
audio file. At this point the audio file is identified, but this is not
sufficient for allowing it into the M2S public database: what is
still missing is an assessment of its quality.

C.3 Quality Control

Quality control is important for user acceptance of the M2S
architecture, and means to establish quality are therefore essen-



tial. There are several options to do so. First, semi-fragile wa-
termarks can be used, which are robust in the face of mild degra-
dations but will become unreadable with more severe degrada-
tions. With such watermarks, the mere detectability of a water-
mark is a sign of sufficient quality. A second option is to do
explicit quality control, which can be performed by an autho-
rized server or by the clients. The former possibility may not be
optimal because of the large amount of resources needed at the
server, so, in line with the M2S philosophy, quality control is
best performed by the clients. In order to make this possible, the
authorized server sends sufficient perceptual data to the client to
allow it to do quality analysis.

C.4 Identification by fingerprint

In the above we assumed that song identification can be done
locally at the clients, by reading either a certificate or a water-
mark. However, it will be a long time before all songs have a
watermark, if ever. Therefore, the M2S architecture will have
to identify audio files that have neither a certificate nor a wa-
termark. This is where audio fingerprinting enters the scene. A
song in user’s private database with no explicit identification in-
formation can still be identified by extracting a fingerprint from
it and querying a database of fingerprints. The extraction of a
fingerprint is typically a cheap operation that can be done by a
M2S client. Unfortunately, typical querying solutions are cen-
tralized, and therefore do not match the M2S philosophy. Fin-
gerprint searching is a fuzzy process that requires considerable
computational resources, and fast fingerprint searching is only
possible if it can be parallelized across multiple partitions of a
distributed fingerprint database. M2S takes this approach to the
limit by spreading the fingerprint database over all M2S clients.
How to build an efficient distributed P2P fingerprint search al-
gorithm is still part of ongoing research.

D. Audio file upgrading

It is possible that the M2S identification and the quality tools
have verified that a user is in the legal possession of some music
file, that this file is not of the best quality, and that an equiva-
lent quality-assured version exists at an authorized server. Then,
M2S will automatically transfer the quality-assured file from the
public database to the user’s private database. That is, in the phi-
losophy of M2S, the possession of a version of a song of suffi-
cient quality entitles the user to a quality-assured version of the
song with all the associated rights of playing and copying. Of
course, this approach begs for abuse of the M2S system. What
mechanism will stop a user from (illegally) obtaining a bad qual-
ity version of a song and using the upgrade mechanism of M2S
to obtain a good-quality version of it? There are several answers
to this question.

First note that this kind of illegal trading on the M2S net-
work itself is extremely difficult on a large scale. Large-scale
trading requires efficient and public search protocols. As M2S
is a controlled P2P network, this kind of large-scale trading is
easily stopped before it ever takes off. Small-scale trading will
exist, but is difficult to prevent and probably has as much effect
as trading of files using email: it can be done, but is extremely
cumbersome. Large-scale illegal trading on other type of net-
works (KaZaa, Gnutella) cannot be prevented by this approach

directly other than by legal action.
Indirectly, M2S provides strong incentives to abandon other

P2P networks in favor of M2S: (i) guaranteed quality, (ii) au-
tomatic upgrades of songs, (iii) uniform and reliable meta-data
and (iv) associated music organizer tools. Given the general hu-
man desire to keep things simple, it is not expected that the gen-
eral public will use two file-sharing networks, one for illegally
obtaining (bad quality) songs and one for automatic upgrades.
Extending the M2S philosophy, the possession of CD tracks will
allow an M2S user to obtain quality controlled compressed ver-
sions over the P2P network as an alternative to private ripping.

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In this section we provide a discussion and a preliminary anal-
ysis of some of the most salient features of our proposed archi-
tecture for secure content sharing. We split the discussion into
three parts, viz. about issues related to P2P networks, to coding,
and to protocol security issues.

A. P2P analysis

P2P systems in general, and P2P systems for music sharing
in particular, are extremely popular. For instance, KaZaa claims
at the time of writing that their software has been downloaded
upwards of 230 million times. Measurements on the US Internet
backbone have shown that the fraction of traffic due to Gnutella
in 2001 was about 1.2% – a seemingly low percentage, but very
high considering that Gnutella was at the time only about two
years old. One can only conclude that the efficiency of any pro-
posed P2P protocol is of paramount importance.

As the aim of M2S is to give its users guarantees that if a mu-
sic file exists it is found, using or modifying classical P2P pro-
tocols like Gnutella and Freenet is not an option, because these
only give probabilistic guarantees of finding an existing file.
Therefore, M2S will need to consider the second-generation de-
terministic, structured overlay networks that are based on dis-
tributed hash tables (see Section V).

As far as performance is concerned, in comparison to existing
P2P music-sharing protocols, M2S deviates in two ways. Firstly,
there is an additional protocol step for security: retrieving a de-
cryption key once an audio file has been located in the public
database. This requires only two additional small messages per
retrieval, which relatively speaking, does not add much to the
network load. As the decryption is performed on the users’ ma-
chines, we don’ t include that in the system load.

Secondly, the M2S architecture aims to bring private con-
tent back into the public domain. For authorized content this
only brings minimal overhead, as identification by watermark
retrieval and quality analysis can be done on the local client.
However, for non-authorized content, identification is only pos-
sible using audio fingerprints. This requires a distributed imple-
mentation of a fuzzy fingerprint search engine. Important ques-
tions that still need to be solved are the (dynamic) distribution
of the fingerprint database over the peers of the network, proto-
cols for distributing fingerprint search requests over the network,
mechanisms for merging identification messages in case of sev-
eral and possibly conflicting identification answers. An impor-
tant aspect in the proposed distributed search mechanism is that
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audio fingerprints are typically much larger than purely crypto-
graphical fingerprints. This implies that storing and transferring
audio fingerprints is not necessarily an insignificant part of the
traffic on the M2S network. Initial experiments have shown that
without proper care, identification traffic can easily clog up the
complete P2P network.

B. Coding analysis

Watermarking and fingerprinting have been recognized as
valuable tools for content recognition. The inclusion of these
two technologies in the M2S architecture poses however some
particular issues and challenges.

In most copyright protection applications the robustness of an
embedded watermark is of prime importance. The loss of a wa-
termark (i.e., the inability by a watermark reader to detect a wa-
termark) usually means that the content is no longer protected.
This is not the case in M2S: music is in this case still protected
but the burden of identification is pushed to the most complex
level, namely identification by audio fingerprinting. The im-
pact is therefore more upon performance than upon functional-
ity. Consequently, the M2S watermark can be designed with less
emphasis on robustness than is usual, and therefore, with more
emphasis on inaudibility and security.

With respect to the latter, the most relevant attack is the copy
attack [17]. The aim of such an attack is the unauthorized in-
sertion of a watermark, whereby watermark secrets are obtained
by estimation.. If this type of attack is successful on a large
scale, it would mean a serious compromise of the identifica-
tion functionality of M2S. Note however that due to the use of
quality checking tools in M2S (see below), it is easy to identify

spoofed watermarks. Therefore the main worry is not so much
mis-identification as well as non-identification. A solution to
this problem is the use of content dependent watermarks as for
example proposed in [18]. An attractive property of the solu-
tion proposed by [18] is the use of audio fingerprints for binding
watermarks to the audio content: as audio fingerprints are an
essential part of the M2S architecture, the overhead created by
making watermarks more secure against copy attacks need not
be excessive. The precise details of such a solution, as well as
other security issues, are still a topic of research.

A new challenge for M2S that is not very common in the aca-
demic literature, is reliable, lightweight and automated quality
control of audio files. Once a file has been identified, either
through watermark detection of fingerprint search, the quality
of the file has to be estimated before it can participate in the
file upgrade protocol. In the most extreme case, quality con-
trol must guarantee that the watermark has not been spoofed.
In more subtle cases, the quality tool for example needs to reli-
ably estimate whether or not an audio file corresponds in quality
to 32 Kbps MP3 or to 192 Kbps MP3. The result of such an
estimate may determine how much a user has to pay for un up-
grade. A number of approaches to this problem can be taken.
Firstly, for authorized content, the degradation of the embed-
ded watermark may be taken as a rough quality tool. Secondly,
for all content, the error rate in fingerprint matching may serve
as an indicator of quality. However, it is to be expected that
without special measures both watermarks and fingerprints will
be unreliable quality indicators. The design of watermarks and
fingerprints that can act as quality indicators is an active topic
of research for M2S. Of course, other quality control methods



may also be envisioned. For example, next to searchable fin-
gerprints, the central server may compute and distribute special
fingerprints that have limited search capabilities (or none at all),
but may assist in determining audio quality.

C. Protocol analysis

We will now present the overall protocol of M2S. In the dis-
cussion below, the numbers refer to the components, messages,
and computations in Figure 2.

The M2S architecture consists of a set of central authorized
servers (1), of the M2S P2P network (2) that is seeded from
these servers, of music producers (3) who upload music to these
servers, and of clients (4) who download music from the M2S
P2P network on behalf of users. The public music files on the
central servers are in encrypted form, and for each such file
there are associated certificates, watermarks, fingerprints, and
a decryption key. The private music on the users’ disks is in-
the-clear (plaintext), and is either directly derived from public
music by decryption, or is obtained from other sources (e.g.,
ripping from a CD) (5).

The trusted computing base is small: We assume that the mu-
sic producers and the server(s) form a secure domain, that the
client is a secure application (on users’ machines), that the pay-
ment devices on the users’ machines are secure, and that the
communication between the clients and the server(s) is secure.
We make no security assumptions about the peers or the users.
The peers and the traffic to and from the peers is encrypted by
the protocol, and may thus be transported freely on an open net-
work. The music received by the user is potentially watermarked
with the identity of the client for forensic tracking purposes (we
do not pursue this matter any further in this paper).

We now present four scenarios of the use of M2S, one for up-
loading, and three for downloading music. In the latter three
scenarios, which are of increasing computational complexity,
the user gets the music he wants, with guaranteed quality, ex-
cept when he cannot or refuses to pay.

C.1 Scenario 1: Upload

A music producer chooses some music, negotiates a water-
mark ID with the server, embeds the watermark into the music,
and uploads it onto the server. The server receives the music,
and calculates a certificate (incorporating relevant meta-data)
that will identify this authorized music uniquely. Also, an au-
dio fingerprint is calculated for the purpose of identifying non-
authorized music. The server then chooses an encryption key,
and encrypts the music. The key is stored with the certificate
and the fingerprint. Appropriate peers store the encrypted music
and certificates for future reference. Other peers (which maybe
the same or different) store (parts of) the fingerprints and point-
ers to the associated certificates on the central server.

C.2 Scenario 2a: Explicit Download

A user requests some music from a client by meta-data (ex-
plicit request), by a watermark ID (implicit watermark request),
or by a fingerprint (implicit fingerprint request). We assume that
the client receives a valid token from a smartcard or some other
secure payment device. The client then asks the server for the
key corresponding to the requested audio file. The client also

receives the encrypted music from the P2P network; the music
can now be decrypted. If forensic tracking is enabled, the music
is also watermarked with the identity of the client. The result is
sent back to the user.

C.3 Scenario 2b: Watermark Request Download

The user places some music without a certificate on his disk
that is derived from private content. The client notices the lack
of a certificate, and reads the watermark ID from the music file.
The retrieved ID is sent to the central server for retrieval of qual-
ity checking data. Depending on the estimated quality of the
music file, and the requested quality by the user, a payment to-
ken is exchanged with the server, and the original user file is
replaced by a certified music file from the M2S network in the
same way as in Scenario 2a.

C.4 Scenario 2c: Fingerprint Request Download

The user places some music without a certificate on his disk
that is not derived from private content. The client notices the
lack of a certificate, and tries to read the watermark ID from the
music file. After failure to do so, the client computes fingerprints
from the music file, and sends a request for identification to the
network. If successful, the client sends the retrieved identity ID
to the central server for retrieval of quality checking data. The
rest of this scenario proceeds as Scenario 2b.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Peer-to-Peer Systems

The last few years have seen a tremendous interest and devel-
opment in P2P systems, whether for music sharing or for other
purposes. The two most widely used P2P systems for music
sharing are Napster [19] and KaZaa [1]. Napster, which had
to discontinue its operations for legal reasons, employed a cen-
tralized architecture for name-based lookup; only after a user
had obtained the location of the desired file the actual file shar-
ing was done in a true P2P fashion. As of this writing, KaZaa
provides probably the most popular music-sharing program, but
little is publicly known about it except that the architecture has
a heterogeneous structure.

Two other early P2P systems are Gnutella [13] and
Freenet [20]. Gnutella is query-based in that it looks for po-
tentially multiple matches to a request, uses a broadcast-based
search algorithm, and replies with the IDs of the nodes with the
desired contents. Freenet is file-based in that it looks for specific
files, uses a single search path by sending the request for a file
in each hop to the node for which the local cache indicates the
presence of a file that is ”close” (in terms of file identifiers), and
responds by sending the file in the reverse direction along the
search path. In order to bound the searches, both Gnutella and
Freenet employ Time-To-Live counters in their search requests,
and do not guarantee finding the required content even if it exists
in the network.

The operating-systems research community has developed
P2P protocols like Chord/CFS [21, 22], Pastry/PAST [23, 11],
and Tapestry [24]. In these systems, generally referred to as be-
ing based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT), both nodes and



files have identifiers (of size 128-160 bits) derived from apply-
ing hash functions to some of their characteristics, such as IP
numbers or keywords. In Chord, the node IDs are arranged in a
virtual ring directed according to the binary values of their IDs,
and the responsibility for a file rests with the first node after
its ID in the ring. Other DHT-based systems deploy a similar
scheme. This immediately suggest an albeit naive way with de-
terministic guarantees for finding content: simply go along the
virtual ring, one step at a time, until the file is found, or known
not to be present. To speed up this algorithm, DHT-based sys-
tems have nodes maintain a table with the IDs of the nodes that
are at distances about equal to powers of two, speeding up the
searches to be logarithmic in the number of potential nodes.

Unlike M2S, all of the above protocols are oblivious to the
kind of content distributed.

B. Watermarking

Watermarking is the art of imperceptibly hiding information
into multimedia content [25]. In its robust form it can be used
to signal copy protection states (e.g. copy never) or embed per-
sonalization information (e.g. identifying the buyer of a song
for forensic tracking purposes). In its fragile form it can be
used to signal content modifications. The main strength of a
watermark is that it can go where no encryption solution can
go, namely to the clear-content domain (in particular the ana-
logue domain). As such, when properly applied, it can serve
to enhance and/or protect management and delivery of (music)
content. Although the concept of watermarking is already quite
old, it has only resurfaced with full strength in electronic form
since 1996. A number of efforts have been undertaken to apply
watermarking to content protection, but none of these initiatives
have been taken to full fruition, the most infamous example be-
ing the Secure Digital Music Initiative [26]. However, there is
still a strong belief in the market that watermarking will find a
successful application,

Fingerprinting is the art of creating perceptual summaries. In
analogy with cryptographic hashes fingerprints are bit strings
that are much smaller than the original multimedia objects,
but still sufficient to identify that object [9]. In contrast with
cryptographic hash functions, fingerprints depend in a contin-
uous manner on the multimedia object whereas cryptographic
hashes are bit sensitive. For fingerprints however, small per-
ceptual changes in the original object should result in small fin-
gerprint changes. Fingerprints are useful in automatic content
recognition (e.g. in forensic tracking applications) and as a tool
for added watermark security. Several business initiatives such
Shazam [8] and Audible Magic [6] reflect the potential of audio
fingerprints both for DRM and enhanced music experience.

C. Digital Rights Management

Digital rights need to be encoded in some language, and for
these languages to be machine-interpretable, they must have
a well-defined syntax and a proper semantics. Several rights
expression languages have been developed, such as Digital
Property Rights Language (DPRL), eXtensible rights Markup
Language (XrML [27]) and Open Digital Rights Language
(ODRL [28]). They provide a rich syntax and structure that al-
lows fine-grained specification of control over digital contents.

These languages are able to express different kinds of rights and
a myriad of terms and conditions, but their interpretation relies
solely on human intuition. Recent work points in the direction
of logics for licenses [29, 30].

There are several DRM platforms on the market: SealedMe-
dia Enterprise License Server (ELS [31]), Microsoft Windows
Media Technologies [32], IBM Electronic Media Management
System (EMMS [33]), Sony’s OpenMG [34], InterTrust Rights
Systems [35], and ContentGuard RightsEdge [36].

Consumer electronic devices with DRM functionality are a
relatively new trend in the content industry. Eskicioglu and
Delp [37] provide an overview of content protection on con-
sumer electronic devices such as set-top boxes, TVs, VCRs and
DVD players.

Grimm and Nützel [15] propose an combination of DRM with
P2P file sharing based on the idea that a user who has paid for
content might like to earn revenue through redistribution. Non-
paying users are prohibited from earning money through redis-
tribution, thus providing a strong incentive to pay for content.
The earn if you pay model is complementary to the quality guar-
anteed if you pay model that we explore in the M2S architecture.

The concept of Light Weight DRM (LWDRM [38]) has been
introduced by the Fraunhofer Institute. LWDRM embeds the
identity of the user who downloaded the content in a water-
mark. The watermarked content can be used freely for all legal
purposes, particularly fair use, (See United States Code [39],
Section 107, Title 17, Chapter 1, Fair Use Doctrine: fair use of
copyrighted content, including reproduction for purposes such
as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or
research does not violate or infringe the copyrights.) However,
when the user engages in illegal activities, the embedded water-
mark can be used to trace back to the fraudulent user. M2S pro-
vides benefits to honest users (such as guaranteed quality) and
is not primarily aimed at catching users who cheat. M2S uses
watermarks to identify content, and not to identify users, as LW-
DRM. In a sense the aims and means of M2S and LWDRM are
orthogonal. A system that combines M2S and LWDRM tech-
nology would also be feasible.

Feigenbaum et al. [40] warn of the risk of privacy infringe-
ment caused by DRM systems. We use anonymous payment,
and anonymous downloads in the P2P network to maintain
anonymity of the user. The anonymity of the user will be vio-
lated once she starts sharing (watermarked) content she has paid
for. Paradoxically, she may (and should share content that she
has not paid for – encrypted content).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a novel approach to music sharing on P2P net-
works has been sketched that will both satisfy the user as well
as the content owner. From the viewpoint of the user, M2S will
offer a music-sharing network with no technical restrictions on
content that has been bought. Moreover, the M2S network will
assist the user in managing (attaching proper meta-data) and
upgrading (with controlled quality) of his own private content.
From the viewpoint of the content owner, the M2S approach
offers an efficient music-distribution mechanism, exploiting the
computational, bandwidth, and storage resources available on
the Internet. Equally important, all music sharing on the net-



work is controlled and payments are guaranteed for all music
trading. The M2S architecture consists of a P2P network and a
central authority. The former is responsible for storing, transfer-
ring, identifying, and controlling the quality of the music files
on the network. The latter controls the P2P network and is in
particular responsible for all integrity checking and payments.

The basic technologies for the proposed architecture are cur-
rently available (P2P technology, watermarking, fingerprinting).
However, the application of these technologies in the proposed
music sharing architecture still has to be worked out and refined.
This holds in particular for the next generation P2P protocols,
the identification and quality checking tools, the security issues,
and the payment protocols. Progress on these topics will be re-
ported in future publications.
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